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ABSTRACT 
This paper is concerned with two generalizations of the Kronecker product and 
two related generalizations of the vet operator. It is demonstrated that they pairwise 
match two different kinds of matrix partition, viz. the balanced and unbalanced ones. 
Relevant properties are supplied and proved. A related concept, the so-called tilde 
transform of a balanced block matrix, is also studied. The results are illustrated with 
various statistical applications of the five concepts studied. 
*Comments of an anonymous referee are gratefully acknowledged. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Almost twenty years ago Singh [7] and Tracy and Singh [9] introduced a 
generalization of the Kronecker product A@B. They used varying notation 
for this new product, viz. A @ B and A &3 B. Recently, Hyland and Collins 
[l] studied the-same product under rather restrictive order conditions. They 
denoted it A@ B. Curiously enough, they were not aware of their predeces- 
sors’ work. 
Tracy and Jinadasa [8] considered the product again very recently. They 
elected to use the notation A @ B. 
Closely related to the new product is a generalization of the vet operator, 
which Hyland and Collins very aptly named the “vecb” operator. This and 
another very similar operator can also be found in the work of the other 
authors. Hyland and Collins integrated the new product and the vecb 
operator in a nice way. 
In the present paper we define a less restricted generalized Kronecker 
product. Whereas the product studied before is based on the partitioning of 
both matrices A and B, ours presupposes a partition of B only. Researchers 
can partition A according to their needs and wishes. This approach is 
mathematically less cumbersome and very suitable for certain unbalanced 
partitionings. We propose to use the notation A IXI B for this generalized 
Kronecker product. The other product will be denoted A @ B. Both prod- 
ucts will be called “block Kronecker products.” 
The term “vecb operator” will be used to cover two variants of the 
generalized vet operator. These will be distinguished notationally as vecb, 
and vecb, and will be shown to be compatible with the two abovementioned 
block Kronecker products. 
In Section 1 of this paper we discuss the case of balanced partitioning. 
This involves the product A @ B, the vecb, operator, and the so-called tilde 
transform. 
In Section 2 we elaborate the general case of unbalanced partitioning, 
where we introduce the block Kronecker product A [XI B and the compatible 
vecb, operator. 
Finally, in Section 3 we apply some of the techniques discussed. 
1. BALANCED PARTITIONING 
1.1. The vecb, Operator, the Tilde Transform, an.d the Balanced Block 
Kronecker Product A @B 
Throughout Section 1 the matrix A is a blockwise partitioned matrix, 
A = (Aij), where Aij is of order m X n (i = 1,. ., p, j = 1,. . ., y). So A is of 
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order mp x nq, and we can write 
A = C( E~~c~'A~~), (1) 
ij 
where the matrix Eij is of order p x 9, having a unit element in the (i,j)th 
position and zeros elsewhere. Obviously, the order of Eij corresponds to the 
partition of A. We define 
vecb,A = c(vec Eij@vecAjj). 
ij 
Thus, if p = q = 2, so 
A= 
then 
vet A,, ’ 
vecb, A = 
vet A,, 
vet A,, ’ 
vecA,,, 
We have vectorized the partitioned matrix A column-blockwise. This is one 
way of vectorizing A, in agreement with the literature (Tracy and Singh [9], 
Singh [7], Tracy and Jinadasa [S], Hyland and Collins [l]). However, we can 
also vectorize row-blockwise, i.e., vectorize each row of blocks, and stack the 
resulting vectors. This leads to another type of vecb operator: 
vecb, A = C (vet Eji Q vet Aij), 
ij 
(3) 
and for the example we have 
1 vet A,, 
vecb, A = 
vet A r2 
vet A,, ’ 
vet A,, ) 
For the rest of this section we only consider the vecb, operator. We consider 
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the vecb, operator again in Section 2, where we discuss the case of 
unbalanced partitioning. 
If we denote the commutation matrix (see Magnus and Neudecker [4]) by 
K, then the following property is easily established, 
3.1(i) of Neudecker and Wansbeek 161: 
by applying Theorem 
vecb, A = (I,@ K,,@ I,) vet A (4) 
(Tracy and Jinadasa [B, Theorem 31). 
Closely connected with this is the so-called tilde transform, which links 
the vet operator and the vecb, operator. The tilde transform of A is defined 
by 
A = c (vet Aij)(vec Eij)‘. 
g 
(5) 
For example, if again p = o = 2, we get 
A= (vecA,,,vecA,,,vecA,,,vecA,,). 
From (2>, (41, and (5) we have 
vet A = vecb, A = (I,@ K,,@ I,) vet A. 
We next consider the equation 
(6) 
vecb, BCA’ = X vecb, C (7) 
for A as defined above, 
B=(&) = C(J%l@I%l) 
kl 
with Bk, of order u X II (k = 1,. . . , s, I= 1,. . . , t), and 
C = (C,j) = C (E,j@C,j) 
Ij 
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with Clj of order u x n (1 = 1, . . . , t, j = 1, . . . , 4). Using (4) we have 
vecb, BCA’ = (I,@ K,,,@ Z,) vecBCA’=(Z,@K,,,@Z,)(A@B)vecC 
= (Z,~K,,,8Z,)(A8B)(Z,8K,,~ZI,)vecb,C, (8) 
from which follows 
vecb, BCA’ = (A @ B) vecb, C, (9) 
A @ B = (Z,~KK,,,~ZI,)(A~~)(Z,8K,,~ZI,). (IO) 
This defines the balanced block Kronecker product A @ B (cf. Tracy and 
Singh [9] and Hyland and Collins [l, (2.4)]). If A is partitioned elementwise 
(i.e., m = n = l), the vecb, operator and the block Kronecker product reduce 
to the usual vet operator and Kronecker product. 
This derivation of the balanced block Kronecker product A @ B is 
inspired by Hyland and Collins. We prefer it to the explicit definitions by 
Tracy, Singh, and Jinadasa, since this derivations shows how the product 
arises in a natural manner from vectorizing a partitioned matrix. We can 
write A @ Z3 in a form that elegantly generalizes (1): 
(11) 
because 
A @B = (z,~K~,,~z,)(A~B)(z~~K~~~z~) 
= C{(E,j8Ek,)~(Aij’Bk,)}. 
ijkl 
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Here the orders of the matrices Eij and E,, correspond to the respective 
partitions of A and B. Hence E,, is of order p X q, and E,, is of order s X t. 
1.2. Properties of the vecb, Operator and the Balanced Block Kronecker 
Product A @ B 
Below, we state and prove various properties of the balanced block 
Kronecker product A @ B. Properties 1 and 2 have been derived by Tracy 
and Jinadasa [8] (Th eorems 4 and 6); therefore, they are not proven here. 
PRoPERn 1. Z_et a =(a,) and b =(b,), where a, is of order m X 1 and 
b, is of order u x 1 (i = 1,. . . , p, k = 1,. . . , s). Then 
a@b=vecb,ba’=(Z,sK,,,,@Z,)(a@b). (12) 
PROPERTY 2. Let A and B be defined as in Section 1.1. Then 
vecb,(A @ B) = (Z,~K,,~ZI,,~~K,,,~Z,)(vccb,A @ vccb, B). (13) 
PROPERrY 3. When A is elementwise partitioned and B is unpartitioned, 
then 
vecb,(A@B) = vecA@vecB. (14) 
Zf further C = A@ B, then 
c = (vet B)(vec A)‘. (15) 
Proof. Define Cij = aijB; then 
c’ = C (vet Cij)( vet Eij)‘= c (vet aijB)(vec Eij)’ 
u ij 
=(vecB)( ~vecaijEij)‘=(vecB)(vecA)‘, 
ii 
as A = CijaijEij. Further, 
vecb,( A@ B) = vecbcC=vecd= vecA@vecB. 
We have used (5) and (6). 
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PROPERTY 4. When A and B are columnwise partitioned, then 
vecb,{ (vet B)(vec A)‘) = vec( A@ B). 
If further C = (vet B)(vec A)‘, then 
c’= A~B. 
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(16) 
(17) 
Proof. C = CijIEij@(B.iA’.j)}; hence 
c’= c [(vec(B.jAf.j)}{ vet Ebb}‘] = z(A.j@BB.i)(ej8e;) 
=~a~A,je~~~~~B.je~)=A~B’ 
by (1) and (5). Further, 
vecb,{(vec B)(vec A)‘} = vecb,C= vecc= vec(A@B), 
by virtue of (6). n 
PROPERTY 5. Let A be elementwise partitioned with n rows, and let B be 
an m x p matrix. Then 
vecb,( K,,,,( A@ B)} = vec(K,,( A@ B’)}. 
If further C = K,,,(A@ B), then 
(18) 
d = I$,( A@ B') . (19) 
Proof. We have 
c = K,,(ABB) = C(E,~OE;~)(AOB) = C(E,~A~E;~B), 
ij ij 
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where Eij is an m X n unit matrix. Define Ccijj = EijA@E,!,B. Then 
dcij, = (vet EijB)( vet EijA)‘= ( B’@ZI,)(vec Eij){( A’@Z,,,) vet Eij)’ 
= (B’@Z,)K,,,( vet Eij)(vec Eij)‘( A@Z,,,) 
= K,,( I,@ B’)(vec Eij)(vec Eij)‘( A@Z,,,), 
as E,,A is also elementwise partitioned. Hence, 
c = c ccijj = c K,,( I,@ B’)(vec Eij)(vec Eij)‘( A@Z,,,) 
ij ij 
= K,>,(Z,@B’)(A@ZI,,,) = K,,l(A@B’). 
Further. 
vecb,{L,(A@B)~ = vecb, C = vet d = vec{Kp,,( A@ B’)}, 
because of (6). W 
PROPERTY 6. Let A, B,C, D be partitioned matrices of order mp X nq, 
nq x kr, kr X Is, and mp X 1s whose blocks are of order m X n, n X k, k X 1, 
and m X 1, respectively. Then 
trABCD’= (vecA’)‘( D@B) vecC=(vecb,A’)‘(D@B)vecb,C. (20) 
Proof. 
trABCD’=(vecA’)‘(D@B)vecC 
= (vccA’)‘(Z,~KK,,,,~ZI,,)(Z,~~KK,,,,~Z,)(D~B) 
X ( Z,@K,,@ZI,)( Z,@K,.,@Z,) vet C 
= (vecb, A’)‘( D @ B) vecb, C, 
by virtue of (4) and (10). 
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PROPER’IT 7. When A and B are columnwise partitioned, 
A@B=A@B. 
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(21) 
Proof. 
by (10). n 
In Section 2.2 we prove sixteen properties of the block Kronecker 
product A IXI B in the unbalanced case. Mutatis mutandis, the same proper- 
ties hold for the block Kronecker product A @ B in the case of balanced 
partitioning as discussed here. The reader can supply the proofs if he so 
wishes. 
2. UNBALANCED PARTITIONING 
2.1. The vecb, Operator and the Block Kronecker Product A q B 
Let us consider the blockwise partitioned matrix 
A= 
with typical block Aij of order mi X ni. Further, m= Cr=)=lmi and n= 
Ey=lnj. So, contrary to what we had above, A is now an m X n matrix, not 
all submatrices being of the same size. This is an example of a matrix 
partitioned in an unbalanced way. Various authors have defined the vecb, 
operator on this matrix. 
Let us consider the equation 
vecb, BCA’ = X vecb, C, (22) 
with B a u X TV matrix consisting of blocks B,, of order tik X o1 (u = Ci=iuk, 
0=c;=i l 0 > and C a o X n matrix consisting of blocks Clj of order o1 X nj. 
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The solution is then again the block Kronecker product A @ B. We have 
(BCA’)ki = C (BklCljAJi)> 
.il 
vec( BCA’)ki = zvec(BklCljAJi) = z(Aij@Bkl)vecClj 
_il .il 
=(Ail@Bkl ,..., AiI@B,, ,..., Aiq@Bk, ,..., Ai,@Bkt)vecb,C. 
Hence 
vecb, BCA’ = 
A,,@B,, 
A&B,, 
A,>iBs, 
. . ti,,@B,, ... A,,@B,, . AI,@% 
. . A,,@B,, ... A,,@B,, ... A@B.st 
. . A,,,iB,, ... A,,,& . . . A,,,,&, 
= (A@B)vecb,C. 
vecb,. C 
(22’) 
A restrictive feature of this approach is that all three matrices have to be 
partitioned. However, by vectorizing in a different manner, this problem can 
be avoided. 
Let us therefore consider the equation 
vecb, BCA’ = X vecb, C, (23) 
with B as defined above but A now a not necessarily partitioned m x n 
matrix. Using the notation introduced above, we have as the k th block row 
of BCA’ 
( BCA’)~ = C B,,c,A’, k =l,...,s. 
hence, 
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and consequently 
ABB,, ... 
vecb, BCA’ = : 
A@B,9, . . . A&B,, 
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The solution turns out to be another block Kronecker product, which we will 
denote by A IXI B: 
A[XIB= 
A@B,, ... 
A@B,, . . . (24) 
It is evident from comparing (24) with (22’) that the products A @ B and 
A [XI B are different, unless one does not partition the matrix A in (22’1, i.e., 
unless one takes p = q = 1. We do not partition A in the derivation of (241, 
since there is no mathematical need to do so. One can partition A if one 
wants and as one pleases, given the nature of the practical problem one is 
concerned with. The fact that it is unnecessary to partition A follows from 
our different way of vectorization. While taking the vecb, of a matrix A, one 
makes a “jump” from A,, to A,,. The vecb, operator does not make this 
jump, and in that sense, this operator preserves more of the structure of the 
matrix A. 
2.2. Properties of the Block Kronecker Product A [XI B 
We shall prove sixteen properties of the block Kronecker product A IXI B, 
more or less following the setup of Hyland and Collins. They derive similar 
properties for the block Kronecker product A @ B in case A and B are 
square matrices with square diagonal blocks, corresponding blocks being of 
the same order. We shall not, however, impose these or less restrictive order 
conditions unless that is unavoidable. The properties of the product A [XI B 
are much easier to derive than for A @ B, if the partition is unbalanced. This 
is of course due to the fact that only one matrix is being partitioned, not two 
matrices. Singh [7] and Tracy and Jinadasa [B] have already derived proper- 
ties of the block Kronecker product A @ B, in the case of unbalanced 
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partitioning (Properties 4, 5, 6, 7, 11, and 12 below can be found in Singh [7], 
while Properties 3 and 9 can be found in Tracy and Jinadasa [S]). As the 
block Kronecker product A E B is a special case of the block Kronecker 
product A @ B, the same properties hold for A EJ B. However, our proofs of 
the properties are much easier, due to our different way of vectorizing. We 
only prove some of the properties, to show the elegance of our approach. The _ 
properties are: 
PROPERTY 1. vecb, BCA’ = (A H B)vecb, C. 
PROPERTY 2. vecb,(AD + DB) = (I E4 A + B’B Z)vecb, D. 
PROPERTY 3. A q B = K,( B @A)K, jbr some permutation matrices K, 
and K,. 
Proof. Let A be an m x n matrix and let B be a u X o matrix, with 
blocks of order uk X u1 (I = 1,. . . , t, k = 1,. . . , s). Then 
Hence 
PROPERTY4. (A+B)RC=AEJC+BBCC. 
PROPERTY5. AEiI(B+C)=AmB+AwC. 
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PROPERTY 6. (A q B)’ = A’ E?J B’. 
PROPERTY 7. (A q B)(C E3 D) = AC q BD. 
Proof. 
(em B)(CN 0) vecb, X = (A El B) vecb, DXC’ = vecb, BDXC’A’ 
= vecb, BDX( AC)’ = (AC IXI BD) vecb, X. 
As this holds for any X, the result follows. n 
PROPERTY 8. (A [XI BY = A- R B- for any generalized inverse. 
PROPERTY 9. BtQA=K,(AE3B)K, f or some permutation matrices K 1 
and K,. 
PROPERTY 10. IA ~4 BI = lAl”*lBl’” for square matrices A (m X m) and 
B (n x n), where B has square blocks along the main diagonal. 
Proof. Use Property 3 and Theorem 3.l(iii) of Magnus and Neudecker 
[4] to get 
IA H BI = JB@Al= lAl”.lBl”‘. W 
PROPERTY 11. tdA !8 B) = tr A * tr B for square matrices A and B where B 
has square blocks along the main diagonal. 
Proof. By (241, 
trA q B = C(trA)(tr B,,) = trA. xktrBkk = trAtr B. 
k 
PROPERTY 12. (Z~AXBWZ)=(B~ZXZ~AA)=B~A. 
PROPERTY 13. exp(A q I + Z [XI B) = exp A [XI exp B. 
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Proof. 
exp( A R I + I [XI B) 
= i$O{K(Z@A)Kf}i. 2 (K(B@Z)K’}’ 
j=O 
= K 2 (Z8A)k.K t (B@Z)‘K’ 
i=o j=O 
=K E (Z@A”)* e (B’@Z)K’=K(Z@expA)(expB@Z)K’ 
i=O j=O 
= K(expB@expA)K’= expA (X1exp B. n 
PROPERTY 14. The matrices A [XI B and B@A, jbr square A and B, have 
identical sets of eigenvalues. 
Proof. Suppose A (B) has eigenvalues Ai (pj) and associated eigenvec- 
tors xi (yj). Then 
Hence, by virtue of Property 3, 
or 
(A[XIB)(~~IXIY~)=~~~L~(‘~‘Y~)’ n 
PROPERTY 15. The matrices A (XI Z + I W B and Z w A + B [XI Z have iden- 
tical sets of eigenvalues. 
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Proof. Let A and B be defined as above. Then 
(Z@A+ B8Z)(yj@xi) = (Ai +pj)(yj8xi). 
Hence 
K;(AIXIZ+ZIXIB)K;(yi@ri)=K;(A~Z+ZIB)(xiIX1yj) 
= K;(Aq IXI yj + xi N Byj) 
= (Ai + Pj)K{(xi q Yj)? 
or 
(A[XIZ+Z~B)(xiLXIYj)=(Ai+~j)('i[XIYjli). n 
PROPERTY 16. When A has eigenvectors xi and B has eigenvectors yj, 
then A Ix] B and A [XI I + Z q B will have eigenvectors xi IxI yj. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
In this section we will give some examples where the tilde transform and 
both block Kronecker products play an important role. Various results 
concerning block Kronecker products will be used. 
3.1. Approximation of a Large Matrix 
In the context of covariance structure analysis, it can be computationally 
attractive to approximate a k2 X k2 matrix W by A@A (see Koning, 
Neudecker, and Wansbeek [3]). The criterion to be minimized is 
tr(ABA- W)“, (25) 
where A is a symmetric k X k matrix as yet to be determined and W is a 
symmetric k2 x k2 matrix of fourth-order moments; hence K,,W = WI<,, = 
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W. The matrix W is partitioned into k2 k X k matrices. Denoting the 
criterion function by k(a), with a = vet A, we have 
as 
k(a)=tr(A@A-W)‘=(trA’)‘-2a’Wa+trW”, (26) 
tr(ABA)W= ( vet W)‘vec( A@A) = ( vecW)‘(vecAOvecA) 
=(vecW)‘vec((vecA)(vecA)‘} =trW(vecA)(vecA)’ 
= (vecA)‘WvecA = a’@a, 
with a = vet A. For this function we derive the first differential. In the 
derivation, the matrix D is the duplication matrix (see Magnus and 
Neudecker [5]), and u(A) is the vector with nonduplicated elements of 
vet A. The first differential of k(a) is 
dk(A) = 4(trA2)a’da -4a’Wda = 4(trA”)a’Ddu(A) -4a’WDd*(A), 
since 
D+(A) = vecA = a. 
The first derivative is now 
aA 
au(A) 
= 4(trA”) D’vecA -4D’l@vecA, 
from which we obtain the first-order condition 
(trA”) D’vecA = D%‘vecA, 
which is equivalent to 
(trA2)vecA=WvecA. (27) 
The first-order condition of the minimization problem (25) thus takes the _ 
form of an eigenvalue problem in terms of W. It is easily seen that the vector 
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a* minimizing (26) must be proportional to the eigenvector corresponding to 
the largest eigenvalue. In fact, if A* is the largest eigenvalue of W, and x* is 
a corresponding orthonormal eigenvector, then a* = A* x* minimizes (26). 4- 
3.2. k-Factorial Covariance Structures 
In the estimation of k-factorial covariance structures, the distance be- 
tween the 1 x 1 sample covariance matrix S and the population covariance Cn 
has to be minimized. The matrix Ln is restricted to have the form 
with Z:i of order Zi x Zi. Of course, llk=,li = 1. A general form of the criterion 
function used in this problem is 
q(o)=tr[(S--fi)W-‘I’, (28) 
with y the function to be minimized, 8 the vector of parameters to be 
estimated (i.e., the nonduplicated elements of Zi, i = 1,. . . , k), and W a 
weighting matrix. 
To derive estimators for Cj, some additional notation is needed. Define 
with Ci E 11,x ... xzt_,@Kz,+,x ..’ z,,z; This matrix Cj is a generalization of the 
commutation matrix and is discussed extensively in Kapteyn, Neudecker, and 
Wansbeek [2]. The matrices Si and fii are defined analogously. Note that 
with si implicitly defined. Furthermore, define 1” E ll,k, jlj, vi z vet Xi, 
and ui = vet 2’. Finally, we will use the matrix Bi given by Bi = I,, 0 K,i, ,,@ IIL. 
Now we are in a position to evaluate the criterion function: 
q((j)=tr[(S-fl)W~1]‘=tr[(Si-fii)w~’]2 
=[vec(Si-fli)]‘(Wj@W)-l[vec(Si-fii)] 
= [vec(S, - R,)]‘BIBi(Wi~,Wi)-‘BIBi[vec(Si - a,)] 
= (vet Sj - Xja,)‘( Wi @ Wi)-‘(vec Si - xiai)> (28’) 
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with Xi = a’@Zli@Z,,. In this derivation, we have used (10) and the property 
of the tilde operator ‘in (6). An estimator for vi is thus given by 
A more elaborate discussion of this model can be found in Verhees [lo] 
and Wansbeek and Verhees [12]. 
3.3. The Moore-Penrose Inverse of a Design Matrix in Balanced ANOVA 
Consider the usual linear balanced ANOVA model with fixed effects: 
lJij=‘Y+Pi.+Y.j+Eij> i=l ,...,n, j=l ,f..’ m, (30) 
with sij a random disturbance term. In matrix format, this can be written as 
y = (L,@L, Z,@L” L,n@zn) ; + E l i Y 
=xe+&. (31) 
Estimation of 0 requires the Moore-Penrose inverse of_the design matrix X. 
It is convenient, however, to consider a larger matrix X: 
If we define 
x, = (qnrL,), 
then 
x=(z,,,,L,)(xl(z,,L,)=x,[xIx”. (32) 
The Moore-Penrose inverse is derived by utilizing a singular-value 
decomposition of x. If 2 has a singular-value decomposition x = UDV’, then 
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the Moore-Penrose inverse is given by x’ = VD- ‘U’. Of course, a singular- 
value decomposition can serve other purposes besides deriving the Moore- 
Penrose inverse, like assessing the rank of X or characterizing estimable 
functions of 0. 
To derive a singular-value decomposition of x, we need one preliminary 
result (see Wansbeek [ll]): such a decomposition is given by 
x,, = U,,D,,,V,: = (G ,,,, TK~‘~~,,,) 
L - 1 
0 
(33) 
with G, an m X(m - 1) matrix such that G&G, = I,_, and G;L, = 0. The 
constant 4,,, is defined by +,, = [m(m + 1>]-1/2. Now we are in a position to 
derive 
x = X,” El X” 
= UDV’, (34) 
which is evidently a singular-value decomposition of X. In deriving this 
result we have used Properties 5 and 6 from Section 2.2. A singular-value 
decomposition of X can now be obtained as follows. If we define Vi to be 
the matrix V’ with the first block of columns deleted (corresponding to X 
being % with the first block of columns deleted, apart from the ordering of 
the block columns), it is easily established that 
(351 
with a,=m/(m+l), a,=n/(n+l), and a,=(m+n+mn)/{(m+lXn+l)). 
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Now define Q by 
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i 
0 0 o\ 
Qe Ini’ ’ ; . 
L-l 
0 0 l/ 
Then it is easily verified that a singular-value decomposition of X is 
(36) 
See Wansbeek [ll] for more details. This approach can be generalized to 
more complicated models. 
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